
Unit 7 Vocab and Assignment! 

Memory    Definition     Personal Example 

explicit memory   

implicit memory   

shallow 
processing 

  

deep processing   

hippocampus   

flashbulb 
memory 

  

serial position 
effect 

  

anterograde 
amnesia 

  

retrograde 
amnesia 

  

proactive 
interference 

  

retroactive 
interference 

  

repression   

misinformation 
effect 

  

source amnesia   



Cognition   Definition     Personal Example 

cognition    

concept    

prototype    

creativity    

convergent 
thinking  

  

divergent 
thinking  

  

algorithm    

heuristic    

insight    

confirmation 
bias  

  

mental set    

intuition    

representative 
heuristic  

  

availability 
heuristic  

  

overconfidence    

belief 
perseverance  

  

framing    

 



Language                   Definition   Personal Example 

phoneme   

morpheme   

grammar   

babbling 
stage 

  

telegraphic 
speech 

  

aphasia   

Broca's area   

Wernicke's 
area 

  

linguistic 
determinism 

  

 

Insight...... Don’t look them up! 

1. One morning while she was eating breakfast, Laura's diamond ring slipped off her finger and fell into a full cup of coffee, but 

the ring didn't get wet. Why not? 

2. Sam's father is five years older than Sam's grandfather. How can this be? 

3. What grows down while it grows up? 

4. What is the only professional sport in which neither the players nor the spectators know the score until the match is over? 

5. What ship has two mates but no captain? 

6. What is it that turns everything around but does not move itself? 

7. I know a man who can shave ten times a day and still have a full beard. Who is he? 

8. Julia found something that had no bones and no legs. She put it on her window sill. A week later, it walked away. What did 

Julia find?  

9. I can sizzle like bacon, I am made with an egg, I have plenty of backbone but lack a good leg. I peel layers like onions, but still 

remain whole; I can be long, like a flagpole, yet fit in a hole. What am I? 

10. Hi there! Ma and Pa told me I'd better tell you that all the two-letter words in this paragraph have something in common -or 

else! What's the deal? 



 

Acronym  Riddles   Don’t look them up! 

 

26 LITA   

88 KOAP   

7 WOTW   

1001 AN   

12 SOTZ   

54 CIADIJ   

13 SOTAF   

32 DFAWWF   

18 HOAGC   

90 DIARA   

8 SOASS   

4 QIAG   

24 HIAD   

57 HV   

11 PIAFT   

8 TOAO   

29 DIFIALY   

64 SOACB   

76 TITBP   

60 SIAM   

8 PIAG   

9 PITSS   

3 BMSHTR  

1 HOAU   

15 BIP   

13 RIABD   

40 DANOTGF   

21 SOAD   

366 DIALY   

20,000 LUTS   

101 D   

16 OIAP   

36 IIAY   

9 LOAC   

100 PIAD   

12 DOC   

T7DS   

TJ5   

7BF7B   

T7YI   

ATWI80D   

12MIAY  

 

 


